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OUR RATING

We rate products based on the
scale developed by the MPAA.
The better a product is, the more
dangerous a rating we give it.
So the worst product would get a
‘G’ and the best a ‘XXX’h

There are many good pedals in the world. The Big Muff is one of them. It was good and many people 
liked it. Even though it’s called big muff it’s actually a loud box that makes the guitar sound louder 
and fuzzy. People such as Pink Floyd and J Mascis plugged their guitars in there and liked the sound.It 
made rock and roll history and still is making the history of that music go more.

What is Big Muff?
Big muff has 2 holes to plug cables. Once you plug one in there and press the button the sound gets Big muff has 2 holes to plug cables. Once you plug one in there and press the button the sound gets 
loud. it has three knobs. the volume knob makes it louder. the tone knob is in the middle. The sustain 
knob it doesnt do anything. it’s a big box.

History
The Big muff got made a long time ago and people used it then. Many of the hottest rock stars such The Big muff got made a long time ago and people used it then. Many of the hottest rock stars such 
as J Mascis plugged it in and made rock history, such as he did with his Dinosaur band. When he 
plugged the guitar in he made the sound from that box. it was on a floor there and he stepped on the 
button.

Our Review
I plugged my cool yellow guitar in to the big grey big muff box. It was cool. I never heard a sick sound I plugged my cool yellow guitar in to the big grey big muff box. It was cool. I never heard a sick sound 
like that from the guitar and amp before! It’s no surprise that many people use that pedal to make 
the sounds go loud. Electric Harmonix made a good pedal when they made this one. It gets one of our 
highest possible ratings, an NC-17. 

NC-17


